Asphalt Repair
Patch, Repair - and Prevent
Today’s small wear-and-tear issues could
easily become tomorrow’s foundational
failures. While having and following a
long-term preventive maintenance plan
that includes sealing and crack filling
will help protect your asphalt investment, you may also find times when
your pavement needs repairs. After all,
you can’t stop Mother Nature; you can
only slow her down.
We offer a full range of repair solutions
when your asphalt pavement needs it
most – including saw cutting, milling
and wedging, trench repair and skin
patching. From patching individual
potholes to replacing larger distressed
areas, our maintenance professionals
are trained to identify your problem
areas and provide the right diagnosis to
prolong your surface – while minimizing
the impact on your budget.
If your asphalt is showing signs of wear,
don’t wait – contact us for your current
repair needs, and talk to us about
developing a long-term maintenance
plan that prevents future damage.

Solutions
Sawcutting/Partial Removal:
Asphalt deterioration typically begins in smaller areas damaged
by water or other outside factors, and can quickly spread throughout your pavement. Watching for and repairing these areas early
can save you a much more costly repair or entire pavement
replacement later. It's a service we like to call "R&R" (remove &
replace).

Milling & Edging:
Over time, older pavements may experience tripping hazards due
to uneven integration of the surface to gutters, sidewalks, or other
structures. Milling and wedging are tools we offer to help solve
this challenge and are frequently used to tie in an asphalt overlay
to your existing surface and/or concrete edging.

Trench Repair:
When utility lines below an existing pavement surface need to be
fixed or installed, many times the urgency is now - or at least it
seems that way. No matter the scope, we work closely with
municipalities to ensure we meet or exceed soil compaction and
density specifications for the subgrade so that you can be
confident when the inspector shows up.

Skin Patching:
For low, depressed surfaces where the underlying foundation is
structurally sound, skin patching is a viable and valuable option.
We also recommend this solution for smaller, raveling areas.
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